Though molecular mechanics (MM) force-fields are based on quantum mechanical calculations and experimental observations, only quantum mechanics (QM) enables a complete and accurate understanding of many biochemical processes, particularly those involving chemical reactions or charge redistribution \[[@R1]\]. Nevertheless, even with the advanced hardware technology available today, the computational cost of studying nanosecond-long dynamics of entire systems relying solely on QM methodologies is usually prohibitive. A common route to circumvent this cost barrier is to confine the QM formalism to a subregion of a system and to include the effects of the surrounding system through MM simulations, leading to hybrid "QM/MM" simulations \[[@R2]\]. QM/MM calculations are now used broadly in enzymology \[[@R3]\], drug discovery \[[@R4]\], bioenergetic systems \[[@R5]\], as well as in combination with serial femtosecond crystallography \[[@R6]\] and other material sciences and structural biology techniques \[[@R7]\]. To deliver accurate results, these QM/MM studies require a carefully selected quantum region \[[@R5], [@R8]\]. Unfortunately, most the available QM/MM implementations lack a comprehensive set of features that could make these calculations even more attractive to chemists, structural biologists, and material engineers.

NAMD \[[@R9]\] is one of the most widely used software packages for molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, particularly for large biomolecular systems on supercomputers. NAMD's scalability and large array of enhanced sampling and free energy methods \[[@R10]\], as well as a seamless integration with VMD \[[@R11]\], which provides extended setup, visualization and analysis capabilities, makes it an invaluable tool for exploring complex biological systems. Here we present a comprehensive QM/MM suite, developed to provide easy setup, visualization and analysis of QM/MM simulations through the graphical user interface QwikMD \[[@R12]\] as well as a broad range of QM methods. Our graphical interface makes our tool unique among widely employed MD codes. The QM/MM interface in NAMD supports the simulation of many independent QM regions, and smooth integration with a collection of enhanced sampling and alchemical methods, including the combination of QM/MM approaches with state-of-the-art free energy methods, such as extended adaptive biasing force (eABF) \[[@R13]\]. In addition, NAMD performs similarly to other QM/MM programs regarding energy conservation ([Supplementary Table 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and allows scalable free-energy calculations ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In hybrid QM/MM simulations, NAMD offloads part of its standard force and energy calculations to a QM program, either through native interfaces to MOPAC \[[@R14], [@R15]\] or ORCA \[[@R16]\], or through a flexible generic interface. Others, e.g. Amber \[[@R17]\], additionally include their own code for QM calculations. This strategy was not adopted here to ensure flexibility, allowing users to easily fine tune their simulations. Importantly, by performing file I/O in RAM, very little time is lost during communication between NAMD and the QM program. In NAMD, multiple QM-MM coupling schemes have been implemented, allowing for both mechanically and electrostatically embedded QM regions to be used (see Online Methods). Input files are the same used for classical MD, with additional options in the configuration file. Typically, QM and MM atoms that are covalently bound are treated by redistributing the MM atom's charge over its nearest MM neighbors and by capping the QM atom with a hydrogen atom, known as the Link Atom method, as shown in [Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a calculation using the NAMD/ORCA interface. For all Link Atom variations, see Online Methods and [Supplementary Fig. 3a--b, 4, 5a and 5b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

To test the QM/MM interface for accuracy, stability, and performance, we carried out standard validation simulations with both MOPAC and ORCA. NAMD achieved energy conservation for a pure QM alanine molecule ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), a hybrid QM/MM tri-alanine molecule in vacuum ([Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and in water ([Fig. 1d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), and a pure QM N-methyl acetamide (NMA) molecule, the latter for up to 100 ns with both 0.5 fs and 2.0 fs time steps ([Fig. 1e](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). A particle mesh Ewald (PME) treatment of long-range electrostatics was also observed to conserve energy ([Supplementary Table 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Compared, NAMD and Amber16 presented equally good QM/MM results ([Supplementary Fig. 6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). NAMD/MOPAC was shown to perform up to 10 ns/day of QM/MM simulation in a single desktop computer ([Supplementary Table 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In all tests NAMD was shown to perform efficiently while conserving energy.

To provide a quick and easy way of setting up QM/MM simulations, we incorporated the most widely employed features of a hybrid QM/MM molecular dynamics code to VMD's QwikMD \[[@R12]\], setting up a comprehensive QM/MM workflow ([Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). QwikMD automates the creation of input and configuration files while checking for common mistakes, and ensures reproducibility of the result. Moreover, QwikMD allows drugs, metabolites and other molecules lacking MM parameters to be easily added to a QM region. Once prepared, QM/MM simulations can be directly performed either in real-time using "live-view" mode or by calling NAMD using local computer resources or a supercomputing center ([Supplementary Fig. 7](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Trajectories from classical or hybrid QM/MM simulations are easily read and analyzed by VMD, whose capabilities have been extended in this work to natively support MOPAC and ORCA outputs, which benefits not only the users of our QM/MM suite but any users of these two packages. New representation schemes were introduced to VMD allowing the selection and visualization of orbital trajectories throughout a simulation, and to allow for the chemical bonds representation to be dynamically updated. The new capabilities in VMD make it a powerful tool to visualize and analyze output from QM/MM calculations as well as outputs directly from ORCA and MOPAC (see [Fig. 2b--d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Tables 4, 5 and 6, Supplementary Note](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Video 1](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Combining the new QM/MM capabilities of the NAMD/MOPAC interface with existing tools for enhanced sampling and free energy calculations, we investigated the aminoacylation reaction mechanism of *Thermus thermophilus* glutamyl-tRNA synthetase (GluRS) and its interactions with its cognate tRNA (tRNA^*Glu*^), using PM7 together with the CHARMM36 force field. To establish the genetic code, GluRS reads the tRNA's anticodon region and uses this information to rearrange its catalytic site, facilitating the transfer of an AMP-bound glutamyl to the 3' end of the tRNA. A study of the allosteric information processing and transduction was previously conducted using classical MD \[[@R18]\]. However, because the anticodon binding domain and catalytic site of GluRS are over 50 angstroms apart, the treatment of the entire pathway, with approximately 5,000 atoms, using QM accuracy would be unfeasible. Using QwikMD to prepare a system with two independent QM regions, we were able to investigate the allosteric signaling pathway of the GluRS:tRNA^*Glu*^ complex with an accurate QM treatment of the two most critical regions of the system (see [Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

The communication pathways that lead to coordinated motion between functionally important QM regions were analyzed using cross-correlation based network analysis \[[@R18]\] (see Online Methods and [Supplementary Fig. 8](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and found to be significantly degenerate, as previously observed using classical MD \[[@R18]\] ([Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The QM/MM treatment of critical regions lead to increased correlations between residues in the active site and anticodon binding site ([Supplementary Fig. 9](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Suboptimal communication pathways are based on the correlation of atom motion during the simulation and have been employed to calculate allosteric signaling and force propagation pathways. Tightly correlated groups of atoms are clustered into communities, indicating functional domains of biomolecules and important interfaces between multi-molecule complexes. In this work, the presence of multiple communities within a QM region and the occurrence of communities that cover both classical and quantum atoms, highlight the seamless integration of QM and MM regions ([Fig. 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

The aminoacylation reaction mechanism was for the first time investigated to distinguish between four possible mechanisms (see [Supplementary Fig. 10](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), all based on a previously proposed concerted exchange where the 3' or the 2'-OH oxygen attacks the carbonyl carbon of Glu-AMP while the proton shifts to the phosphate's oxygen \[[@R19]\]. In addition, the reaction was investigated while the amine group of the adenylate was protonated or deprotonated. QM/MM steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations were performed to induce the possible reaction mechanisms, and intermediate states were selected from the SMD trajectories to initiate a String Method optimization \[[@R20]\]. The method utilizes groups of biased MD simulations to find the path with the smallest barrier that describes the chemical reaction. Once an optimized string was achieved, the reaction path was used to perform a parallel extended-Adaptive Biasing Force \[[@R13]\] (eABF) calculation to determine the free energy transformation of each possible mechanism (see [Supplementary Fig. 11, 12](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The reaction charging the 3-hydroxyl group, with the amine group of the adenylate being deprotonated, was observed to be the most favorable route with a barrier of ≈20 kcal/mol and final state at ≈8 kcal/mol ([Fig. 3c--e](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Initially, all possible reaction mechanisms tested were observed to be endergonic ([Supplementary Fig. 13](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, closer examination of the final states revealed that the AMP's phosphate was only 3 Å away from the charged tRNA. Dissociation of the AMP-H from the charged tRNA opens space for hydration of its phosphate group ([Supplementary Fig. 14](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and was investigated using ABF and classical MD simulations. As the products move apart and water enters the active site, hydrating the phosphate group of AMP-H, we observed a ≈22 kcal/mol drop in free energy, making the entire reaction-solvation process exergonic, with a ≈−15 kcal/mol free energy variation between reactants and products ([Fig. 3e--g](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). It is worth noting that appending QM/MM eABF and MM ABF results leads to a small imprecision in the connection between free energy values (red dashed line in [Fig. 3e--f](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Hybrid QM/MM protocols have been applied to a wide range of investigations, however, a comprehensive, customizable, easy-to-use, and freely available suite was not yet available to the broader computational biology and material sciences communities. Building upon the synergy between NAMD and VMD, we developed a robust and user-friendly QM/MM suite to prepare, perform, and analyze QM/MM simulations. Test applications presented here highlight the accuracy of this implementation, while the study of the GluRS:tRNA^*Glu*^:Glu-AMP complex revealed sub-atomic details of its reaction mechanism. Uniting Network Analysis results for the full complex with the first combination of the string method, parallel eABF, and QM/MM simulations, we provide a unique view for essential steps in establishing the genetic code ([Supplementary Fig. 15](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In summary, the ease of access through QwikMD and modularity in NAMD will permit this suite to be used in a variety of applications and contexts, including as a teaching tool, a research interface, a platform for mixing-and-matching QM/MM with free-energy and enhanced sampling methods, and even as a sandbox for the development of new QM tools and QM/MM interactions schemes.

METHODS {#S1}
=======

Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated accession codes and references, are available in the online version of the paper.

ONLINE METHODS {#S2}
==============

In order to study the chemistry of complex biological systems, in particular using MD approaches, one needs to combine QM and MM methods to secure sub-atomic resolution within relevant time and length scales. Yet, recent advances in implementations of QM calculations and hardware improvements are continuously improving our capacity to expand the complexity and comprehensiveness of QM results \[[@R21]\]. Hybrid QM/MM simulations in NAMD divide the system into "MM" and "QM" regions, using a classical force field to treat the classical atoms (or "MM atoms"), and passing the information that describes the quantum atoms in the system (or "QM atoms") to a quantum chemistry package, which is expected to calculate forces for all QM atoms, as well as the total energy of the QM region (and optionally partial charges). All bonded and non-bonded interactions among MM atoms are handled by NAMD's CHARMM force field, whereas all interactions among QM atoms are handled by the quantum chemistry package in its chosen theory level.

The non-bonded interactions between QM and MM atoms can be modified and regulated by the user. Lennard-Jones interactions are always calculated by NAMD, and specific parameters can be provided for QM atoms. QM-specific modifications have been proposed in order to compensate for over-polarization that these atoms may exhibit in hybrid QM/MM simulations, though the importance of such modifications has been disputed \[[@R22]\]. In all simulations presented in this work, the standard CHARMM36 Lennard-Jones parameters were used for all MM and QM atoms.

Mechanical and electrostatic embedding {#S3}
--------------------------------------

It is long known that electrostatics, particularly polarization, plays a key role in many biochemical processes \[[@R23]\]. Electrostatic interactions between QM and MM atoms deserve a more detailed discussion due to the abundance and diversity of available alternatives. In the "mechanical embedding" scheme, no electrostatic influences from MM atoms are accounted for while the QM package computes forces, charge distribution and energy in the QM region. Only positions and elements of atoms in the QM region are passed on to the QM package, and QM and MM atoms interact only through NAMD-calculated Lennard-Jones and electrostatic potentials (see below for special treatment of QM-MM bonds).

In the "electrostatic embedding" scheme, on the other hand, the partial charges of MM atoms surrounding all QM atoms are used to approximate the electrostatic environment of the QM atoms. The selection of classical point charges can be done automatically by NAMD, in which case the "cutoff" value is used to effectively create a shell of point charges around the QM region. This type of embedding is the most frequently used in biomolecular simulations \[[@R1]\].

Classical point charges handed over to the QM program to be utilized in electrostatic embedding can be altered by NAMD in a variety of ways. First by applying a smoothing function that avoids abrupt changes in electrostatic forces due to the cutoff used in the selection of surrounding point charges. Second, partial charges can be further modified so that their sum is a whole number or so that it amounts to a complementary charge to that of the QM region, in which case the sum of charges from QM atoms and classical partial charges add to zero. In the latter, the user is also able to select, atom by atom, which classical partial charges should be used when building the electrostatic embedding, providing further flexibility to the application.

Irrespective of the chosen embedding method, the calculated charge distribution for QM atoms can be used by NAMD to update the partial charges of QM atoms for the calculation of short and long range electrostatic interactions. In particular, if particle-mesh Ewald (PME) \[[@R24]\] is being used, NAMD can apply the newly determined charges for QM atoms to the calculation of long range electrostatics in both QM and MM regions of the system. In this case, the necessary corrections are calculated as to subtract from the PME forces all interactions already calculated by the QM package between QM-QM atom pairs, and by NAMD's QM module between QM-point charge pairs.

PME forces and energy calculations in NAMD are carried out using classical charges for all classical atoms and the user's choice between classical charges or updated charges for QM atoms. The forces and energy derived from PME interactions between QM atoms, and between QM atoms and the surrounding point charges are re-calculated within the QM module and subtracted from the direct electrostatic calculations, to avoid double counting these contributions. In order to test the impact of such implementation on the simulations, an energy conservation analysis was carried out comparing the use of PME in NAMD when the QM calculations are done using PM3 \[[@R25], [@R26]\], HF-3C \[[@R27]\] and DFT methods ([Supplementary Table 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Treatment of covalent bonds involving QM and MM atoms {#S4}
-----------------------------------------------------

Hybrid QM/MM simulations of biomolecular systems often present situations where only a part of a molecule should be treated quantum mechanically, usually to save computational resources since the cost of simulating QM regions rises rapidly with the number of atoms. In order to deal with chemical bonds that have one atom in the quantum mechanical (QM) region and another in the classical (MM) region (from here on called "QM-MM bonds"), NAMD offers several methods that can be combined to alter the molecular system in order to bridge differences in simulation type (QM vs MM), and minimize errors involved in the QM/MM division of the system. Irrespective of the selected methods to treat the QM-MM bond, the bonded term (between MM1 and QM1 atoms, see [Supplementary Fig. 3c](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) will still be calculated by NAMD, along with all proper and improper dihedral terms and angle terms that cross the QM/MM barrier but still involve at least one classical atom.

Link atoms {#S5}
----------

The most widely used method to cap the QM regions containing QM-MM bonds is the "link atom" approach \[[@R28]\], where an atom (usually a hydrogen atom) is placed along the bond between the QM atom and the MM atom (see [Supplementary Fig. 3c](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and does not exist in the classical simulation. The user can fine-tune this process by choosing the element and which method of link atom placement will be used: either fixed (the default) or variable. The former depends on a user-defined distance, which will be used throughout the simulation as *d*~L-QM~ (see [Supplementary Fig. 3c](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For the latter, a user-defined fraction is used to define *C~L~* (see [Equation 2](#FD2){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and this fixed value is used by NAMD to calculate *d*~L-QM~ at every step as a function of *d*~MM-QM~, which in turn varies over the course of the simulation due to bond vibration.

In order to conserve force and energy, the total force acting on the link atom (*F⃗~L~*), as calculated by the QM code, is redistributed by NAMD over the QM1 and MM1 atoms\[[@R29]\], and added to the total forces calculated on those atoms by the QM code and NAMD, respectively. [Equations 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [3](#FD3){ref-type="disp-formula"} describe the calculation of the *x* component of the redistributed force applied on the QM1 and MM1 atoms, respectively. Analogous equations are used for the other two axes. Here, *î~x~* is the unit vector on the *x* axis, *r̂~MM−QM~* is the unit vector in the QM-MM bond direction, and *x*~MM~ and *x*~QM~ are the *x* components of the positions of the MM1 and QM1 atoms, respectively. $${F\prime}_{\textit{QM}1_{x}} = {\overset{\rightarrow}{F}}_{L} \cdot \left\lbrack (1 - C_{L}) \cdot {\hat{i}}_{x} + C_{L} \cdot \frac{x_{\textit{MM}} - x_{\textit{QM}}}{d_{\textit{MM} - \textit{QM}}} \cdot {\hat{r}}_{\textit{MM} - \textit{QM}} \right\rbrack$$where $$C_{L} = \frac{d_{L - \textit{QM}}}{d_{\textit{MM} - \textit{QM}}}.$$

Similarly, $${F\prime}_{\textit{MM}1_{x}} = {\overset{\rightarrow}{F}}_{L} \cdot \left\lbrack C_{L} \cdot {\hat{i}}_{x} - C_{L} \cdot \frac{x_{\textit{MM}} - x_{\textit{QM}}}{d_{\textit{MM} - \textit{QM}}} \cdot {\hat{r}}_{\textit{MM} - \textit{QM}} \right\rbrack.$$

The link atom is not the only proposed method to handle QM-MM bonds, but it is the only one that relies entirely on the classical side of a QM/MM simulation, over which we have complete control. Therefore, irrespective of which QM package is chosen to carry out the QM calculations of the simulation, NAMD's QM/MM interface always guarantees the creation of proper conditions to simulate QM-MM bonds, which grants its great flexibility.

Point charge alteration and redistribution {#S6}
------------------------------------------

In any system containing a QM-MM bond, the link atom will invariably be placed very near the MM1 atom, which would create very strong electrostatic repulsion forces (or attractions) in case the MM1 partial charge was sent to the QM package for its calculations. Under the "mechanical embedding" scheme, the QM package only receives the atoms in the QM region and the link atoms created to approximate QM-MM bonds, so no manipulation of partial charges is required. On the other hand, the more usual "electrostatic embedding" scheme requires special treatment of nearby classical partial charges.

Several methods have been proposed to handle the conditioning of classical partial charges surrounding a QM-MM bond, and the QM/MM interface developed here offers the most widely accepted ones (see [Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In all methods implemented here, the classical atom participating in the QM-MM bond (MM1 atom) does not have its partial charge passed on to the QM package, since this would create excessive repulsion (or attraction) on the Link atom. This is, in fact, the entirety of the "Z1" method: ignoring the partial charge of the MM1 atom\[[@R30]\]. Analogously, Z2 ignores the MM1 partial charge and all partial charges of atoms bound to MM1, called "MM2 atoms", and Z3 extends the approach by ignoring all partial charges of atoms bound to MM2 atoms, called "MM3 atoms" (see [Supplementary Fig. 4b--d](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The Charge Shifting (CS) method\[[@R31]\] (see [Supplementary Fig. 4e](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) is more elaborate, as it rearranges the partial charge of the MM1 atom (indicated here as *q~M~*~1~) so that the total charge of the region is maintained, while approximating the dipole moments of the bonds between MM1 and MM2 atoms. This is done by creating "virtual" point charges that are passed to the QM package as if they represented partial charges of classical atoms. In this case, the MM1 partial charge is equally distributed across the MM2 atoms, as indicated in the figure with the placement of the charge *q*~1~ at the position of MM2 atoms (where *q*~1~ = *q*~*M*1~/2), and the coefficient used in [Equations 4](#FD4){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [5](#FD5){ref-type="disp-formula"} to redistribute the force on this virtual charge is given by $C_{1} = \frac{d_{M1 - Q1}}{d_{M1 - M2}} = 1$. Moreover, two virtual point charges are placed along the direction of the MM1-MM2 bond, one before the MM2 atom (*q*~+~ = *q*~0~) and one after (*q*~−~ = −1 · *q*~0~). In our implementation, $C_{+} = \frac{d_{M1 - Q_{+}}}{d_{M1 - M2}} = 0.94$, while $C_{-} = \frac{d_{M1 - Q_{-}}}{d_{M1 - M2}} = 1.06$ (see [Supplementary Fig. 4e](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This method will keep the total charge of the region constant while trying to preserve the local dipoles formed by all MM1-MM2 bonds.

The Redistributed Charge and Dipole (RCD) method \[[@R30]\] (see [Supplementary Fig. 4f](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) follows a similar arrangement. A virtual point charge is created in the middle of all MM1-MM2 bonds (*C*~2~ = *d*~*M*1−*Q*2~ /*d*~*M*1−*M*2~ = 0.5) with a charge *q*~2~ = 2 · *q*~*M*1~/2, and a charge *q*~1~ = −1 · *q*~*M*1~/2 is placed in the positions of all MM2 atoms (*C*~1~ = 1). This arrangement still maintains the total charge of the region constant, while attmpting to mimic local dipoles.

In all cases where a virtual charge is created, a force is calculated on it as to balance its electrostatic interactions with QM atoms. Similarly to the Link atom, the total force acting on, e.g., the virtual point charge "*q*~+~" (*F⃗*~*q*~+~~) is redistributed over the MM1 and MM2 atoms that were used to define it. The fraction of the total force that is applied on the MM1 and MM2 atoms is defined, respectively, by $${\overset{\rightarrow}{F}}_{\textit{MM}_{1}} = (1 - C_{+}) \cdot {\overset{\rightarrow}{F}}_{q_{+}}$$and $${\overset{\rightarrow}{F}}_{\textit{MM}_{2}} = C_{+} \cdot {\overset{\rightarrow}{F}}_{q_{+}}.$$

Implementation and interaction with quantum chemistry packages {#S7}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The implementation of the QM/MM module in NAMD was done entirely in C/C++, making use of Charm++ message-driven load balancing tools so that simulations can be run in parallel over one or several computer nodes. All quantum mechanical calculations are offloaded to a QM package, either through hard-coded interfaces to ORCA \[[@R16]\] or MOPAC \[[@R14], [@R15]\], or through a standardized interface that utilizes Python scripts (or any other tool) to wrap and convert input and output formats between NAMD and any other arbitrary QM package. A standardized interface was created for data I/O so that external wrapper scripts can be called, providing a translation layer for input and output files from any other QM package. We provide Python scripts that wrap Gaussian \[[@R32]\], TeraChem \[[@R33]\], and Q-CHEM \[[@R34]\], which also serve as templates for the development of new wrapper scripts.

In general, positions and elements of QM atoms are passed on the QM package along with positions and magnitudes of partial charges representing the local MM environment. In return, NAMD expects forces, total energy, and partial charges for QM atoms, and possibly forces acting on MM partial charges due to electrostatic interactions. The exchange of information between NAMD and quantum chemistry packages is preferably done through files written to RAM, which take an insignificant amount of time (milliseconds) when compared to the time scale of QM calculations (seconds or more). By not embedding the QM code directly into NAMD, we allow users to choose their preferred quantum chemistry package and level of theory.

Additionally, NAMD takes advantage of the current advanced state of quantum chemistry packages, which are prepared to be sequentially called by an external software, such as in a QM/MM context. After an SCF calculation on a given set of atoms, a "state-files" containing the result of the SCF procedure is saved. A much faster convergence is achieved in the following SCF calculation when the QM package is re-initialized using the saved state-files, as it is already initialized with a very close "guess" of what the SCF solution should be. This occurs because atom positions vary only slightly between consecutive calculations.

Multiple QM regions can be simulated through simultaneous and independent executions of the chosen QM package, one per independent QM region defined in the biomolecular system.

MD simulations of test systems and ttGluRS {#S8}
------------------------------------------

Structures for the test systems and for ttGluRS were prepared for classical and QM/MM MD simulations employing VMD's \[[@R11]\] QwikMD \[[@R12]\] graphical interface. While QwikMD assists users in selecting QM regions residue-by-residue through a point-and-click interface, other methods have been developed to provide automated QM region selection \[[@R35]\]. The structure of the pre-transfer complex ttGluRS:tRNA^*Glu*^:Glu-AMP had been previously solved by means of X-ray crystallography at 2.1Å resolution and is available at the protein data bank (PDB:1N78) \[[@R36]\], with the replacement of the inert analog for the active Glu-AMP \[[@R19]\]. The simulations in the present study were performed employing the NAMD molecular dynamics package \[[@R9]\], MOPAC 2016 \[[@R14], [@R15]\], using PM7 \[[@R37]\], and ORCA 4.0 \[[@R16]\]. The CHARMM36 force field \[[@R38]\] along with the TIP3P water model, for solvated tests, was used to describe all systems. All calculations involving the ttGluRS:tRNA^*Glu*^:Glu-AMP system, were done in the NpT ensemble. In energy conservation tests, the simulations used either the PM3 \[[@R25], [@R26]\] method (using NAMD's ORCA interface) or RM1 \[[@R39]\] (using NAMD's MOPAC interface). Results from Amber used its SQM implementation for both PM3 and RM1.

For solvated systems, the simulations were carried out under periodic boundary conditions. Simulations were performed in many steps to ensure a reasonable starting conformation for QM-based simulations: (1) First, for systems explicitly solvated, we employed classical MD in the NpT ensemble with temperature maintained at 300 K using Langevin dynamics for both pressure, kept at 1 bar, and temperature coupling. (2) Using the same parameters from classical NpT simulations, QM-based NpT simulations (either pure-QM or hybrid QM/MM) were carried out. (3) For energy conservation tests, QM-based simulations were performed in the NVE ensemble.

A distance cut-off of 12.0 Å or 17.0 Å (eABF calculations) was applied to short-range, non-bonded interactions, whereas long-range electrostatic interactions were treated using the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) \[[@R24]\] method. For equilibration and classical MM simulations, the equations of motion were integrated using the r-RESPA multiple time step scheme \[[@R9]\]. For all production QM/MM simulations, the van der Waals interactions as well as electrostatic interactions were updated every time step. The time step of integration was chosen to be either 0.5 fs or 2.0 fs (see details bellow).

The MonoAlanine system is composed of a single alanine residue in vacuum (gas phase). In [Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the simulations for verification of energy conservation were carried out as described above with 0.5 fs time step.

The PolyAla system is composed of 3 Alanine residues. The same system was used in different ways, either in vacuum or in solution (TIP3 water), with either all 3 residues treated quantum mechanically, or just the central residue as a QM region, leading to the use of 2 Link atoms ([Supplementary Fig. 3a and b](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In [Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the system is used in vacuum, with the middle residue being treated quantum mechanically. In [Fig. 1e](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the system is used in solution, with the all three residues treated quantum mechanically, and the water molecules treated classically, as also shown in [Supplementary Fig. 2a](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the NAMD/ORCA interface. Simulations were performed with 0.5 fs time step and the Charge Shift treatment was used for Link Atoms. To reproduce previously reported energy conservation results in Amber, the SPC/FW water model was used in all Amber QM/MM simulations.

Analogously, the N-methyl acetamide (NMA) system was simulated either in vacuum or in solution (TIP3 water), but always entirely treated with QM formalism. In [Fig. 1d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the system is used in vacuum (gas phase), with the entire molecule being treated quantum mechanically. Simulations were performed with both 0.5 fs and 2.0 fs time step, as shown in [Fig. 1d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

Network Analysis {#S9}
----------------

Suboptimal communication pathways and communities were calculated based on Pearson cross-correlation of atom motion, using a similar protocol to the one described in \[[@R18]\]. Our calculations were based on ten QM/MM trajectories that used 2 fs time steps for a total of 100 ps, totaling 1 ns of QM/MM simulations. For this system two independent QM regions were employed, one in the anticodon domain with approximately 500 QM atoms, one in the catalytic region with approximately 200 QM atoms. Briefly, the network analysis protocol uses central atoms (alpha-carbons in amino acids, the N1/N9 in nucleic bases, and the sugar phosphate P) called "nodes" as proxy for the motion of residues, and their positions throughout MD simulations are used to calculate the Pearson cross-correlation of motion. Only nodes from residues whose non-hydrogen atoms were less than 4.5Å apart for more than 75% of the total simulated time are considered connected \[[@R40]\]. Nodes that do not fit this cutoff have their cross-correlation multiplied by zero through a mask applied on the cross-correlation matrix. The resulting set of correlations between connected nodes forms a weighted matrix that is used by the Floyd--Warshall algorithm to find shortest communication paths between nodes (called "suboptimal paths"), and by the Girvan--Newman algorithm to find optimal communities between highly interacting nodes. The suboptimal paths represent the shortest set of connected nodes that could transmit information from two distant sites, such as an allosteric regulator site and an enzyme's active site.

QM/MM Simulations {#S10}
-----------------

To study the reaction mechanism of the ttGluRS:tRNA^*Glu*^:Glu-AMP system, first a 200 ps QM/MM simulation was performed with 2 fs time step, followed by a 50 ps QM/MM simulation with 0.5 fs time step. These two simulations were used to equilibrate the system in a conformation that was favorable for the reaction mechanism to be investigated. Four mechanisms were tested by inducing the reaction steps to occur ([Supplementary Fig. 10](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The four biased simulations were performed with 0.5 fs time step for 20 to 100 ps. All simulations were carried out using the Charge Shift method to treat Link Atoms, and a "Shift" function was applied to surrounding classical partial charges in the electrostatic embedding scheme.

String Method and eABF {#S11}
----------------------

In order to study a transformation that occurs in a biomolecular system, such as a chemical reaction or a conformational change, one defines collective variables such as distances between atoms, between centers of mass of groups of atoms, or even angles between subdomains of a molecular structure. The collective variables (colvars for short) are used to track the changes in the system as it undergoes the transformation being studied, and can be used to define a reaction coordinate.

The string method is an iterative process that optimizes a reaction coordinate in order to find the path of least resistance from the initial to the final state of the system. The method uses a discretized representation of the reaction coordinate composed of "images", where each image is a copy of the entire simulated system at different stages of the transformation. At each iteration, multiple independent MD simulations are initiated from each image, allowing the systems to explore their energy surface and drift toward local minima. Then, average values for the colvars are determined, and biases are applied to keep consecutive images approximately equidistant in colvars space, and to smooth the reaction coordinate. The iterations proceed until consecutive calculations do not produce significant changes in the mean colvar values, indicating convergence of the method.

Once the string has been optimized, the images are used to define a continuous path that defines the transformation, and eABF (extended-Adaptive Biasing Force) is used to calculate free energy changes. Using the images that were optimized through the string method, new path collective variables *S* and *Z* are created, which constrain the dynamics of the system so it follows the chosen reaction coordinate. The *S* variable indicates progression along the path, while the *Z* variable indicates a perpendicular distance to the path. Taking advantage of NAMD's outstanding scalability and NCSA's Blue Waters supercomputer, we used a parallel strategy that initiates multiple walkers from the different images, we could conduct extensive sampling over the defined path.

Code availability {#S12}
-----------------

The reported QM/MM features are publicly available in NAMD 2.12 or later, and VMD 1.9.4 or later. See [www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/qmmm](http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/qmmm) for more details. A Tutorial is available in the same website.

ORCA is available at <https://orcaforum.cec.mpg.de> and <https://www.faccts.de>.

Data availability {#S13}
-----------------

The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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![Hybrid QM/MM NAMD\
**a)** Schematic of NAMD-ORCA interconnection. The contribution of MM charges beyond r~*max*~ are calculated by NAMD (via PME), while ORCA calculates direct electrostatics. **b)** Energy conservation test for a pure-QM alanine molecule. All energy conservation plots display the deviation from the mean system energy. The black line indicates a running average and the gray line indicates maximal fluctuation. **c)** Energy conservation test for a QM/MM tri-alanine molecule. **d)** Energy conservation test for a QM/MM tri-alanine molecule in water. The basis set employed in ORCA tests (3-21G) serves only as a technical test. **e)** Energy conservation test for a pure-QM NMA molecule using NAMD/MOPAC with PM7.](nihms947830f1){#F1}

![Hybrid QM/MM VMD features\
**a)** QwikMD provides a graphical user interface (GUI) in VMD for performing QM/MM simulations. The image shows the workflow to prepare, run, analyze, and visualize a hybrid QM/MM molecular dynamics simulation. **b)** Highest occupied molecular orbital of an alanine molecule in vacuum. **c)** Alanine's highest occupied molecular orbital in a solvated QM/MM tri-alanine. **d)** Trp-Cage protein highest occupied molecular orbital in water solution.](nihms947830f2){#F2}

![Mechanism of glutamyl-tRNA synthetase\
**a)** Representation of the glutamyl-tRNA synthetase allosteric pathway (red). Two independent QM regions are highlighted, indicating the active site (blue) and the anticodon binding region (green). **b)** Community analysis showing multiple communities involved in the active site. **c)** Reaction mechanism of glutamyl-tRNA synthetase. **d)** Intermediate state of the glutamyl-tRNA synthetase reaction showing the highest occupied molecular orbital. **e)** Free energy profile of the glutamyl-tRNA synthetase reaction mechanism, calculated using eABF after a string method path optimization. Both eABF and the string method were performed using QM/MM MD simulations with NAMD/MOPAC and PM7. **f)** Free energy profile of the distancing and solvation of AMP calculated using ABF and classical MD simulations. **g)** Snapshot of the minimum energy state during the release of the AMP, showing the solvation of the phosphate group. The eABF free energy profile in e corresponds to the most favorable mechanism (**d**). The final state of the reaction revealed that the AMP-H phosphate was very close to the glutamyl-tRNA, keeping water from entering the active site. As the AMP-H moves away from the charged tRNA, water hydrates the AMP-H, as shown in **f** and **g**. Since in the final state of the eABF calculation the distance between Glu-AMP:Carb-C and Glu-AMP:P-O was of 3Å, we used this distance as the connecting point (see red dashed line between **e** and **f**) between the free energy profiles calculated with eABF and ABF.](nihms947830f3){#F3}
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